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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Backaround

The Air Force Logistics Long-Range Planning Guide

(LLPG) identifies several objectives of the "logistics

community" through the year 2000. One of these objectives

states the need to "develop a means to better identify and

assess logistics requirements and capabilities C17:13" with

.- the strategy of "improving reporting of logistic needs as

they affect unit readinessand sustainability 119:33."

Increased attention has been focused on logistics

.7 support activities in order to appraise actual capabilities,

recognizing that:

since there will probably be a limited number of

spares to work with, it is essential that the
logistics community know the requirements,
condition, availability, and location of these

scarce assets at all times 119:33.

This paper will view the requirements aspect of

forecasting logistics needs, and particularily the

forecasting of spare part availability at a future time.

The LLPG asserts that there is a:

... shortfall between peacetime procurement and

the level of spares required to fully~support a
wartime effort. The problem has been due in part
to an inadequate requirements computation process,



leading to a poor assessment of the long range
effects of near-term budgetary decisions as they

pertain to operational readiness and

sustainability E19:33.

It should be recognized that forecasting inventory

requirements covers two areas: consumable and recoverable

items, and that requirements forecasting is not identical

for each type. The consumable category includes issue items

or one time useage items, either incorporated into a

reparable asset or directly consumed. These items are

managed using economic order quantity (EOQ) calculations and

will not be addressed in this paper. This paper will focus

on the reparable or so-called recoverable items. Since it

-4..

is estimated that these items account for some 95% of the AF

spares budget, managing and forecasting their use and status

are of vital concern to AFLC managers. In addition to being

expensive, these items usually require long lead times for

their manufacture and procurement and, thus, their

requirements/deficits must be forecast to enable AFLC to

..-. adequately support future requirements to meet national

objectives (6:4).

To aid in this task, AFLC utilizes the Recoverable

Consumption Item Requirements Computation System (D041), a

computer based inventory system, to manage and forecast Air

Force recoverable assets. This system:

computes worldwide requirements on the basis of

parts usage and stock level data collected through

various other data processing systems E8:13.

[..
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The D041 system projects future requirements by accumulating

data on spares as they circulate through the recoverable

assets cycle: from the warehouse to base supply, to an

assembly, then removed due to failure, repaired through a

repair facility and, finally, back to the warehouse for

re-issue. Spares stockage and utilization rates are based

on data from this cycle and are analyzed by the D041 system,

which uses this accumulation of data to produce forecasts of

aircraft parts requirements for a future date (8:1).

The forecasts consist of base and depot repair rates,

condemnation rates, planned procurement actions, and

historical order and shipping times. The various item

managers may also influence these factors to compensate for

conditions not reflected in the input data. These factors

are then used to compute the anticipated spares requirements

and projected on hand inventory to be used in evaluating

aircraft availability for a wartime scenario (4).

XRPA, Program Assessment Branch of AFLC, in an effort

to evaluate AFLC's ability to support a weapons system in a

future war, uses D041 data as one of the input parameters

for the Logistics Requirements Analysis Model (LOGRAM).

This model, utilizing the D041 data base, along with wartime

estimates of sorties and flying hours, simulates reparable

item utilization and provides estimates of reparable item

shortfalls in the future wartime environment for each month

3
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of a twelve-month war. Shortfalls are then analyzed with

respect to projected requirements to ascertain a projected

aircraft sortie capability (16).

Pyles and Tripp, in a RAND Corporation report, stated

that an analysis of this type is invalid, since:

In peacetime, it is very difficult to forecast
whether a force has adequate logistics support

resources and processes to meet its future wartime

needs. The transition from peace to war so
drastically changes operational demands and

support processes that logistics managers cannot
merely extrapolate their peacetime experience to
assure adequate wartime capability E14:v].

The solution is to apply the time-stationary

(steady-state) models to peacetime, with a relatively stable

environment and to use a dynamic model to analyze the

wartime environment. In another RAND report, John Muchstadt

noted that:

In a NATO scenario, for example, wide swings in

demand rates and repair rates are to be expected
as flying levels fluctuate. In such a.scenario,

steady-state models are likely to cause

significant misallocation of stock and
miscalculation of the performance to be expected

from the repair and supply systems C12:v3.

In a response to these conditions, RAND developed a model

for the dynamic wartime environment called the

Dynamic-Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control

(Dyna-METRIC) in an effort to identify and resolve conflicts

in support plans and to identify areas where peacetime

performance differs from required wartime response (14:vi).

4
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Problem Statement

Each year, AFLC is tasked by the Air Staff to provide

* estimates of a weapons system wartime capability for a

period two years in the future. Present procedures call

for analysing spare usage data over the past 24 months and

- . forecasting asset status for the future period. The

forecasts consist of base and depot repair rates,

condemnation rates, planned procurement actions, and

historical order and shipping times. The various item

managers may also influence these factors to compensate for

conditions not reflected in the standard input data.

This forecast is analyzed using the LOGRAM model (4).

When analyzing the performance of a logistics system it

is vital to "come up with a universally agreed upon measure

of weapons system effectiveness C15:183." Pyles and Tripp

state that the most important effectiveness measure for an

aircraft system is the number of mission capable aircraft a

logistics system Is able to provide In support of the

various war plans (15:18). LOGRAM does not evaluate

weapons system performance in this manner, but by estimating

the proportion of spares assets available to meet

anticipated requirements (4).

What is needed, is a means of evaluating aircraft

availability in a future war scenario based on mission

capable aircraft. In addition to providing for the dynamic



war environment, Dyna-METRIC analysis is based on aircraft

availability not on the expected value of the number of

backorders. Therefore, the Dyna-METRIC model should be

compared to the LOGRAM model to determine differences in

aircraft availability estimates.

Research Objective

The purpose of this research is to examine future

aircraft availability estimates using the LOGRAM and

Dyna-METRIC computer models.

Research Question

Does the Dyna-METRIC computer model provide a

statistically significant different estimate of aircraft

availability than does the LOGRAM computer model?

This project will use data from the March 1982, D041

system analysis for a single aircraft type, using items

identified by the D041 system as war essential. These data

will then be used as the input parameters for both the

LOGRAM and Dyna-METRIC assessment models to determine if the

models provide different estimates of an aircraft's ability

to fight in a future war. Whenever possible, identical data

and conditions will be specified in each model.

L '. 6



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Any study of this type would be incomplete without a

review of applicable literature on inventory models and the

assumptions behind them. Inventory models are defined as

*those tools which assist the inventory manager in deciding

when to order, and how much of an item to order (9:43). As

discussed earlier, spares, and recoverables in particular,

make up the most expensive items in the support of Air Force

weapons systems. The Air Force utilizes various computer

inventory models to effectively manage spares. Managing

quantity alone is not sufficient; the location of tne spare

parts must also be considered. The driving factors of

Inventory policy encompass item failure rate, pipeline

repair time, and the underlying flying hour program (9:44).

The USAF supply system is based upon a two-echelon

philosophy; items are distributed from a depot warehouse

(first echelon) to a base or several bases (second echelon)

where the parts are used (17:123). Therefore, all models

covered in this review will be of the multi-echelon type.

Since the driving inputs for the models under review in

this study are based on data from the D041 system, the

m 7
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system assumptions and output data will be analyzed. The

LOGRAK model itself will then be viewed, followed by the

Dyna-KETRIC model along with Its evolution from earlier

models. Finally, other similar models will be discussed in

relation to their applicability toward aircraft capability

assessment and relationship to the capability models under

study.

Consumption Item Reauirements Cysuoutation System (D041)

The purpose of the D041 system is "to compute worldwide

replenishment spares requirements for the USAF and other

services within the Department of Defense (DoD) CI:2-463."

The D041 system compiles dat.a on Air Force recoverable

items, on a quarterly basis, from data files obtained from

the various Air Logistics Centers (ALC) and AFLC data bases.

Each computation provides a time-phased forecast of

recoverable spares status for up to 25 quarters Into the

future. It is this time-phasing that enables AFLC to

project riquirements and recoverable Item status for future

fiscal years (1:2-27). Replenishment requirements are

those spares needed to resupply the USAF when initially

procured spares are consumed or usage incLeases. Spares

requirements are those items set aside to be used when an

in-use item fails. The quarterly estimates incorporate

data on all spares activities such as procurement, repair,

.54
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reclamation, or modification. The system computes whether

there is an asset shortage or overage by "considering all

requirements, assets which will be available to satisfy

those requirements, as well as assets which will require

repair Cl:2-46]." An analysis of the methods used by the

D041 system in accumulating recoverable asset data can be

found in "A Comparative Analysis of the D041 System and

Time Series Analysis Models for Forecasting Reparable Item

Generations" by Christensen and Schroeder (3) or "A

Comparative Analysis of the D041 Single Moving Average and

Other Time Series Analysis Forecasting Techniques" by

Brantley and Loreman (2).

Looistics Reouirements Analysis Model (LOGRAM)

The purpose of the LOGRAM model is to "Compute OWRM

(Other War Reserve Material) deficits for a period of time

(usually 12 months) for all items, war essential to a

weapons system E20:13" with the added requirements to:

1. Apply current assets to the war requirements.

2. Compute values per flying hour.

3. Show actual levels and condemnations and the

dollar values, by month, that determine the OWRM

deficit.

4. Display any data used In the computation per

stock number, totaled for a group 3f stock

numbers, or totaled by weapons system.

5. B* able to change any data used in the
computation (flying hours, price, demand rate,

9-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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ae.) for a stock number, a group of stock
numbers, or all stock numbers for a weapons
system.

6. Be able, to eliminate a part, or parts from the
computation, such as not computing overall
requirements.

7'. Be able to select items by category, such as
stock numbers with lead times over 2 years, or
OWRM deficit cost greater than 1 million dollars
C 20 : 2J3

The LOGRAM model consists of three main modules (so*

figure 1).

FD041 MIASTER FILES

DF AC

E ROT

ETOT

LOGRAK PROGRAM HIERARCHY (20)

Figure 1.

10



The D-FACTOR (DFAC) module extracts data on war essential

spares from the D041 master data bank for a particular

weapons system. These data are then sorted and placed in a

format for direct input into the E-REQUIREMENT (ERQT)

module, which computes the actual projected requirements for

the period in question under the following assumptions:

1. Only three months peacet-me lead-in is required

to compute an accurate depot repair cycle.

2. Base and depot levels are computed using the,
following models program.

3. Depot condemnations are computed against
slipped reparable generations.

4. Non-job routed stock levels are not computed.

5. Peacetime rates and percents are accurate

during wartime.

6. Wartime O&ST (order and shipping time) days,
number of users, depot repair cycle days, and
production deliveries will be used when available.

7. Maximum wartime is 12 months C20:21.

The output of the EROT module serves as the input into the

E-TOTAL (ETOT) module, which analyzes the requirements

output from the ERQT, plus those assets on order,

incorporating historical repair, failure and data.

The ETOT module assumes that:

1. On order assets will be delivered at the

beginning of the war (D-Day).

2. The peak difference, in a month, between
wartime and peacetime requirements is the WRM (war

reserve material) requirements.

11



3. OWR requirements are equal to the WR
requirements reduced by the D041 prepositioned

requirements.

4. Peak wartime requirement is within the time

period limited to the lesser of war leadtlme or 12
months.

5. Due in assets and additive requirements are not

significant quantities C20:33.

Introduction to Dvna-METRIC

Dyna-METRIC has been developed by the RAND Corporation

in an effort to model logistic support capabilitals under

demanding dynamic scenarios. Dyna-JETRIC grew out of the

realization that the stable, "steady-state" methods of

analyzing the peacetime environment did not adequately

approximate the dynamic wartime environment. The use of

these "steady-state" models could lead to an overstatement

or understatement of wartime spares requirements,

potentially erroneous war reserve spares kits for squadrons

and, in general, an inaccurate assessment of logistics

policies (10:iii).

Before describing the Dyna-METRIC model, we must first

examine the development of the "steady-state" models which

serve as the background of Dyna-HETRIC.

(S-1.9) Inventory Policy

This policy, by Feeney and Sherbrooke, states that in a

"continuous review (S-1,S)" inventory policy, whenever there

12



is a demand for 'z' number of units, an order is placed

immediately for that number of units. This automatic

reorder action restores the total stock on hand plus newly

ordered items, less backorder to the desired spare stock

level(s) (7:1).

Feeney and Sherbrooke further defined the

"steady-state" nature of the inventory system by applying

Palm's QUEUING theorem to inventory: "if demand is Poisson

then the number of units in resupply in the steady state,

'x', is also Poisson for any distribution of resupply

E 7 :2 3.

This policy provides a reasonable representation of the

supply activities at base level. Needed was a means of

incorporating the depot into the inventory process and of

adjusting to a dynamic, non-steady environment.

An improvement to the (S-1,S) model incorporated the

multi-echelon aspects of a supply system in Sherbrooke's:

METRIC: A Multi Echelon Technicue for Recoverable Item

Control.

METRIC is a model of a base-depot supply system. When

an item fails at the bass level there is a probability 'r'

that it can be repaired at the base according to a repair

time probability and a (1-r) probability that it must be

13
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returned to depot for repair, following another repair

distribution. The latter case also creates a resupply

request for a replacement part from the depot (17:v).

The goal of the METRIC model is to "optimize system

performance for specified levels of system investment

(17: 2)

METRIC "optimizes system performance" subject to the

following:

1. System objective often minimizing the expected
number of backorders.( Minimize the sum of all

Sback orders for all bases for a given weapon
system with a back order defined as an

"unsatisfied demand at base level, e.g., a

recoverable item is missing on an aircraft.")

2. Compound Poisson Demand.

3. Demand Is stationary over the production

period.

4. Decision on where to repair is to be

accomplished depends on the complexity of the

repair only.

S. Lateral supply is ignored.

6. System is conservative. ( This assumes that all

items are reparable (i.e., no condemnation)).

7. The depot does not batch units of a recoverable
item for repair unless there is an ample supply of
serviceable assets. Model assumes repair begins
when a reparable part arrives at the depot from a

base and higher cost items are repaired first
(since they are likely to be in short supply)

E 17 :6-11 .

8. Recoverable items may have different
essentialitles.

9.Demand data from different bases can be pooled

C t7:123

14
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Although METRIC was an improvement over the (S-1,S)

process, several areas remained to be addressed. The

dynamic wartime environment and the relationship between a

reparable and those parts used to repair it, still remained

to be addressed.

MO-MTIC

In a further refinement of the multi-echelon inventory

system, John Muchstadt developed MOD-METRIC to model the

control of a multi-item, multi-echelon, multi-indenture

inventory system. An indenture describes the relationship

between an assembly and its components (13:472).

The objective of MOD-METRIC is "to minimize the

*xpected base backorders for the end item subject to an

investment constraint on the total dollar allocated to the

end item and its components 113:4753."

In the METRIC model all backorders are treated as

equally undesirable. MOD-METRIC looks at the shop

replaceable unit (SRU) as well as the line replaceable unit

(LRU). As a result of this different viewpoint of

considering multi-indentures, the model provides a better

approximation of the ..eal world (9:45).

MOD-METRIC makes the following assumptions:

1. A stationary compound Poisson probability

distribution describes the demand process for each
item.

15
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2. There is no lateral supply between bases.

3. A failure of one type of item is statistically
independent of those that occur for any other type

of item.

4. Repair times are statistically independent.

5. There is no batching of items before repair is
started on an item (infinite channel queueing

assumption).

6. The level at which repair is performed depends
only on the complexity of the repair (and not on

existing workload).

7. No cannibalization takes place [13:474].

The significant enhancement of MOD-METRIC is that it

highlights the differences between LRU's and .SRU's. A

backordered LRU might ground an aircraft, but a back ordered

SRU might only delay the repair of an LRU in the base

maintenance cycle (13:475). Where METRIC looked upon all

backorders as equal, MOD-METRIC "minimizes total expected

backorders subject to a constraint on investment in all

LRU's and SRU's C13:4813."

MOD-METRIC, then, completed the ground work needed to

fully analyze the aircraft availability problem. An

adequate representation of the multi-echelon, multi-

indenture inventory system was now ready to be adapted to

model the dynamic wartime environment (5:17).

Dyna-METRIC

In a Rand Report, Hillestad and Carrillo noted that

S16
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these steady state models have proved adequate for the

peacetime environment. However, there are situations in

which:

"the transient behavior is most important. A
dramatic example of this is the potential dynamic

behavior exhibited by demands and service in the
deployment of an Air Force squadron at the onset

of a conflict. Demands for components may
suddenly Jump very high relative to the previous
peacetime activity of the squadron and then decay

gradually or abruptly due to the attrition of the

aircraft In the squadron...the initial service

rate may be near zero, as the already deployed

unit awaits the airlift of specialized personnel

and test equipment to repair broken components,
gradually increase to its full wartime service

capability, and suddenly drop to near zero as a
result of damage in an airbase attack E10:13.

The Dyna-METRIC model was developed to assess and

predict aircraft readiness by analyzing logistics resources,

those involved with component repair and supply. The

objective of the model is to attempt to minimize loss of

aircraft availability due to shortages of operable

components. This can only be achieved if there is a

sufficient supply of these parts in the supply pipeline, or

those parts in various states of repair and shipment

(11:Z-3). When there is an insufficient number of spare

components,

holes wil.l appear in aircraft; these "holes" may

or may not affect the ability of the aircraft to
perform its mission, depending on the mission

essentiality of the missing component C11:33.

Dyna-METRIC considers spare components at bases and

17
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depots, personnel and repair equipment, and transportation

resources. These considerations are vital, since a unit

requires these resources to support a highly dynamic

flying program Ell:3]."

*The same problems face the logistics manager under both

the steady state and nonstationary cases: how many spares

to provide against back orders and what level of performance

can be achieved from a level of investment In spares?

Another aspect which METRIC and MOD-METRIC models fail to

consider is that of cannibalization. Cannibalization is the

process of removing a properly functioning part from a NMCS

aircraft, one not mission capable-supply, to repair another

aircraft. The NMCS aircraft serves as an additional source

of spare parts. Dyna-METRIC permits cannibalization for

its' computations, thereby providing a more realistic

evaluation of aircraft availability (10:2-3).

Dyna-METRIC makes the following assumptions:

1. The repair and demand processes are

independent.

2. Component data are not unit dependent.

3. There is no lateral transfer of supply between
bases.

- ' 4. Failures are based upon demanded flying hours

.- rather than actual hours flown.

5. There is only full and instantaneous
cannibalization of SRU's and LRU's or no

cannibalization. (This is being changed to allow
selected cannibalization in a future release).

18S.-'...
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6. Demands for part decrease as aircraft are
attrited.

7. The depots are considered as infinite sources
of supply C18:12-31.

Dyna-METRIC has:

the ability to deal directly with transient

demands Esurges3 placed on component repair and

inventory support caused by dynamic parameters in
a scenario (sortie rates, mission changes, phased
arrival of component repair resources,

interruptions of transportation,etc.) 111:43."

This is accomplished through a series of dynamic

equations describing the component repair queuing systems.

Also inclIded in the model are equations describing

components and sub-components (indenture) and multi-echelon

repair capability. Out of these equations, the

time-dependent nature of the dynamic scenario can be

analyzed to assess "mission readiness of the aircraft

supported C1I:4-5]."

An indepth analysis of the model mathematics can be

found in Models and Technioues for Recoverable Item Stockaae

when Demand and the Repair Process are Nonstationary--Part

I: Performance Measurement (10) by Hillestad and Carrillo or

Dvna-METRIC: Dynamic Multi-Echelon Technique for

Recoverable Item Control (11) by Hillestad.

Conclusion

It is evident from the literature that it is vitally
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- important that the correct model be chosen for the

particular problem under investigation. The "steady-state"

models are not suitable for evaluating a wartime

environment, due to their inability to react to and properly

evaluate a logistics system under the dynamic wartime

conditions. Therefore, Dyna-METRIC is the present answer

for analysing the dynamic scenarios of the war environment

to determine how well our logistics systems support a

weapons systems' ability to perform its' wartime mission as

measured by number of Fully Mission Capable (FMC) aircraft.

9.
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CHAPTER IrI

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Overview

Since the basic assumptions and scenario data have a

significant effect on any capability assessment, the

assumptions and data requirements of both the LOGRAM and

Dyna-METRIC models were examined prior to comparing actual

capability estimates. For this purpose, this chapter

examines the chosen expecimental design, location and

description of research data, and the research question

evaluation techniques used in the comparison of these two

aircraft capability assessment models.

Experimental Desian

AFLC/XRPA has used the LOGRAM model for a number of

years for all current weapons systems. LOGRAM provides

AFLC with a weapons system capability estimate based on a

system wide perspective. Model output is in the form of

total weapons system (i.e. F-16) war essential reparable

parts requirements versus total expected assets on hand,

both represented by their respective total dollar values,

for each month of a twelve-month war. From the analysis

21



of these totals, an estimate is derived which planners use

to assess a weapons systems' war capability (4).

Dyna-METRIC has evolved over from a series of peacetime

analysis models into one of the best analytic tools in

evaluating a logistics systems effect on weapons systems'
1,

mission capability. Dyna-METRIC also views a weapons

systems' reparable spares requirements and anticipated

deficits; but, only in the analysis of their effect on an

aircrafts' ability to perform its' assigned mission, by

estimating the number of FMC (Fully Mission Capable)

aircraft. Dyna-METRIC provides capability estimates for

user defined time increments, such as daily, weekly, or

* monthly (16).

In order to maintain a common output data base for

research evaluation, a tactical aircraft, the F-16 and a

monthly Dyna-METRIC output format, will be utilized for

research analysis.

'-" Data Base

The data used in this research was obtained utilizing

the DFAC and EROT modules of the LOGRAM assessment program.

These modules extracted the required information from the

D041 data base for the F-16 weapons system. This data

encompassed all reparable parts peculiar to the F-16 as well

as parts used in common with other similar weapons systems,

22
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identified by the weapons system manager as critical for the

F-16's war mission (18).

The DFAC-EROT output was in the proper format for input

into the remaining LOGRAM modules (see appendix A). Since

Dyna-METRIC data requirements and input formats differ

substantially from those used by LOGRAM, a series of Fortran

programs were written to translate the necessary LOGRAM data

into the Rand format necessary for Dyna-METRIC version 3.04

(see Appendix B).

The conversion process identified several areas of data

incompatibility between LOGRAM and Dyna-METRIC. For

several stock numbers the LOGRAM data base contained a value

of zero. Although these values created no difficulties for

the LOGRAM model, they were unacceptable inputs for

Dyna-METRIC. Since the true values for the missing data

could not be determined, the minimum values for peacetime

order and shipping time and item repair/test time were used

for Dyna-Metric.

LOGRAMS' view of a weapon system from a total system

viewpoint determined other inputs for Dyna-METRIC. Since

LOGRAM does not consider interruptions in transportation

systems in its' computations, transportation systems were

assumed to be operable throughout the conflict, and thus, a

remove, repair, and replace (RRR) maintenance policy was in

existence throughout the conflict scenario, for all parts.

23
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The reparable demand rates were already adjusted for wartime

so a peacetime/wartime linearity factor of 1 was used with a

Poisson pipeline distribution. Aircraft attrition was

addressed by changing total aircraft levels at monthly

intervals.

Research Aporoach

The purpose of this research was to determine if the

LOGRAM and Dyna-METRIC assessment models provide

significantly different estimates of the F-16's war

capability. This comparison was accomplished using the

criteria of meeting planned sortie requirements for a future

wartime scenario.

The basic approach was to:

(1) Run the LOGRAM model using the March 1982 F-16

data from the D041 system and obtain the completed
F-16 capability assessment results.

(2) Run Dyna-METRIC 3.04 using the modified LOGRAM
input data converted by the previously discussed

programs and obtain the resulting F-16 capability

assessments.

(3) Run Dyna-METRIC using varying sorties per day
and and sortie length to determine research

sensitivity to Dyna-METRIC scenario assumptions
and their effect of research question evaluation.

(4) Analyse model results on a month by month

basis (twelve-month war scenario) to detarmine

assessment model differences (if any).

.24
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.7.

Evaluating Research Question

The research question is: Does the Dyna-METRIC

computer model provide a statistically different estimate of

a weapons systems' wartime availability than does the LOGRAM

computer model? To answer this question, the following

statistical hypothesis will be evaluated

I-fe : The LOGRAM and Dyna-METRIC model provide

identical capability estimates.

Ha : The Dyna-METRIC assessment model provided a

higher or lower estimate of aircraft capability
than does the LOGRAM model.

Since Dyna-METRIC provides aircraft availability estimates
.qD.

for only nine points in time, the comparison of the two

models will be based on the end of month estimates for the

first nine months of the war scenario. To evaluate the

S. differences (if any) between the model estimates, a small

sample T-test will be used in establishing any differences

*: at a confidence level of 90 percent.

.5. F-16 AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY (')

Month of War LOGRAM Dyna-METRIC
1. % %
2 % %

3 % %

4%%
5 %'%
6 % %

. 7 % %

-% %

9 % %

Table 1
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Model Differences

Since no two models view the data in the same manner,

the following lists some of the differences noted between

LOGRAM and Dyna-METRIC:

1. Condemnations - Dyna-METRIC does not include

items that are no longer serviceable.

*2. Transportation - LOGRAM does not address

transportation Issues for spare parts or the

. effects of delays in setting up on-site repair
capability at a forward operating location.

3. Attrition - LOGRAM does not address changes in
aircraft numbers due to combat loss.

4. Depot Stock - Dyna-METRIC assumes depot always
has inventory where LOGRAM takes depot stock
levels and production leadtimes into

consideration.

5. Aircraft Status - LOGRAM looks only at the
total parts requirements, not their effects on

aircraft status.

6. Assessment Intervals - Dyna-METRIC output

provides assessments for only 9 time intervals,
such as status on day 30 , not an average for the

month.

7. Cannibalization - LOGRAM does not address
cannibalization of parts since it does not analyze

capability from a FMC aircraft viewpoint.

S. Indenture - LOGRAM assumes that all parts are
of equal Importance , assuming that the higher

priced Items are the more important and does not

differentiate between LRU's and SRU's.

All of these differences have been taken into consideration

in translating the LOGRAM data base and wartime scenario for

this research.

26
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Overview

This chapter presents the research results in both a

tabular and graphic format. Table 2 presents the

Dyna-METRIC results using varying sortie rates with constant

flying hours per sortie. Table 3 presents the Dyna-METRIC

results obtained from varying the flying hours per sortie

with a constant sortie rate. Table 4 presents the LOGRAM

estimate of the F-16 aircraft availability for an FY84 war

scenario. Table 5 addresses the research question by

comparing the LOGRAM and Dyna-METRIC assessment results on a

month by month basis, showing estimates of aircraft

availability. Figure 2 presents a graphical

representation of this comparison.

The analysis of results will concentrate on the

interpretation of the tables and graphr ii light of the

research question and problem statement :o that a complete

understanding of the research results can De tchieved.
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Sensitivity Analvsis

Table 2 presents the analysis of the sensitivity of the

Dyna-METRIC results to changes in the daily number of

sorties per aircraft.

Dyna-METRIC Results

Flying Hours per Sortie ------- 2.5

Daily sorties per aircraft

Month 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4

1 82.87 80.91 78.79 76.84 73.08

2 78.61 76.17 73.92 71.48 69.98

3 77.84 75.45 72.85 70.46 69.06

4 77.98 75.51 73.05 70.58 69.55

5 77.83 75.22 72.83 70.22 69.57

6 77.83 75.29 72.75 70.21 70.44

7 77.35 74.81 72.26 69.72 69.47

8 77.57 75.14 72.43 70.00 68.11

9 77.84 75.41 72.97 70.27 58.38

Mean 78.41 75.99 73.54 71.09 68.63

Std Dev 1.61 1.77 1.91 2.09 3.84

Test val 3.03 2.82 ---- 2.59 3.36

Table 2
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Vhis table shows the Dyna-METRIC results using 2 .5. flying

hours per aircraft and a base line value of 2.0 sorties per

aircraft-plus or minus ten and twenty percent. A small

- . sample T-test was used with a critical T-value of 1.746

obtained from a table of critical values of t.

With this value, the test for a significant difference

can be made. The small sample T-test indicates that if

the test value is greater than the critical T-value, there

is a significant difference at the selected confidence

level

As shown in Table 2, a ten or twenty percent change in

either direction proved to be significantly different from

*the baseline value at a confidence level of 90 percent, as

indicated by the test values larger than the charted

critical T-value.

In additional model scenario sensitivity testing, Table

-.*.3 presents the resultsof varying the flying hours per

sortie while holding daily sorties per aircraft constant.

_ As in the previous test, a ten or twenty percent difference

in the base line value produced a test statistic greater

than the computed T-value, again showing significantly

different results as a result of a ten or twenty percent

'-.. change in model parameters.
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Dyna-METRIC RESULTS

Daily sorties per Aircrazit ---- 2.0

Flying hours per Sortie

Month 2.0 2.25 2.5 2.75 3.0

1 84.01 81 40 78.79 76.35 73 .74

2 80.11 76.92 73.92 70.73 67.54

3 79.44 76.25 72.85 69.66 66.47

4 79 .42 76 34 73 .05' 69. 75 66 .46

• 5 79 .34 76 .09 72 .83 69 .57 66 .30

6 79.45 75.98 72.75 69.52 66.05

7 79 .13 75 .83 72 .26 68 .96 65 .65

8 79 .19 75 .95 72 .43 69 .19 65 .95

9 79.46 76.22 72.97 69.46 66.21

Mean 79.95 76.77 73.54 70.35 67.15

Std d'ev 1.46 1.66 1.91 2.17 Z.38

Test val 3.96 3.82 2.39 2.98

Table 3

4%
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Data Analysis

The results of the LOGRAM model are presented in

Table 4

LOGRAI RESULTS

MONTH GROSS RQMT(10006) DEFICIT(100OS) PERCENT

1 349,691 42,721 87.78

2 365,423 50,420 96.20

3 366,820 51,198 86.04

4 368,270 51,891 85.91

5 369,403 52,478 85 .79

6 370,323 53,049 85.67

7 371,105 53,541 85.57

a 371,983 54,129 85 .45

9 372,386 54,223 85.44

A Table 4

Shown are the assessment results for a nine month period.

The gross requirements contain the total dollar value (in

thousands) of all parts looked at by LOGRAM for the period

under investigation. The deficit (or the do'. r value of

the expected number of backorders) is computed by

subtracting the value of the estimated on-hand assets from
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the computed gross requirements. The final LOGRAM

capability estimate is then the percentage of the gross

requirement which can be satisfied by the estimated on hand

assets.

The evaluation of the research question: Does the

Dyna-METRIC computer model provide a statistically

significant different estimate of aircraft availability than

does the LOGRAM computer model?, is presented in Table S

and Figure 2.

As stated earlier, the extracted critical T-value was

1.746. The comparison showed that the Dyna-METRIC baseline

estimate provided a significantly lower estimate of the

F-16s' wartime availability than LOGRAM using the LOGRAM

data base and scenario. In an extension of the Dyna-METRIC

sensitivity analysis discussed earlier, a comparison of the
wA,

most optimistic Dyna-METRIC results with the LOGRAI results,

again showed that Dyna-METRIC provided a lower estimate of

aircraft availability at a 90% confidence level.

'N"
J%..

'.,

I.
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- --- -OA -s DYA-M-TR-C

R LOGRAM vs DYNA-METRIC

'-LOGRAM DYNA-METRIC

Month % FMC % FMC % FMC

baseline optimistic

1 87.78 78.79 84.01

2 86.20 73.92 80.11

3 86.04 72.85 79.44

4 85.91 73.05 79.42

. 5 85.79 72.82 79.34

6 85.67 72.75 79.45

7 85 .57 72 .26 79.13

a 85.45 72 .43 79.19

9 85.44 72.97 79.46

Mean 85.99 73.54 79.95

Std Dev .68 1.91 1.46

Test val 12.45 12.25

Table 5
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Research

The primary emphasis of this research effort has been

the comparison of the capability assessments provided by the

AFLC/XRP LOGRAM model and the RAND Dyna-METRIC model. The

prime difference between the two models is in their method

of computing aircraft capability estimates. LOGRAM

computes capability based on the estimated percentage of

assets available to meet estimated demands. The

Dyna-METRIC model computes capability based on the number of

Fully Mission Capable aircraft for a given wartime scenario

and stockage position.

The methodology used to accomplish this research

involved running the LOGRAM model utilizing the LOGRAM

compiled data base from the AFLC D041 system. This data

base was then converted into a Dyna-METRIC compatible format

and then input Into Dyna-METRIC version 3.04.

Tht results of this research indicated that using the

D041 based LOGRAM data base Dyna-METRIC provided a

significantly lower estimate of the F-16s' war capability

than did the LOGRAM model, 73.54% versus 85.99%

35
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Conclusions of the Research Effort

The research results indicate that the Dyna-METRIC

model provides a significantly lower estimate of the F-16s'

wartime availability than does the LOGRAM model. This

result is not surprising due to the LOGRAM assessment

methodblogy. In viewing capability in terms of total

dollar value, there is an implicit assumption that if an 85%

stockage rate (fill-rate) is indicated, that this assumes

that the remaining 15% of the backorders are concentrated in

15% of the aircraft.

Dyna-METRIC, on the other hand, views these backorders

as they affect individual aircraft. Dyna-METRIC directly

evaluates the effects of a backorder on mission capability.

In analysing capability based solely on dollar value, more
-.

emphasis is placed on large value items ignoring the fact

that, many low cost reparable or even EOQ items could

effectively ground all aircraft while the gross dollar value

of the backorders would indicate a much greater number of

FMC aircraft than would actually exist.

The key result of this research is a reaffirmation of

the need to choose the correct analysis criteria when

deciding upon a tool to estimate a weapons systems' war

capability. The key to any analysis of this type should be

how well the spares stockage policy affects individual
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aircraft, not the number or value of the expec.ted number of

weapons system backorders.

Recommendations

It seems apparent that for an actual weapons system

capability assessment, the LOGRAM output is somewhat

inadequate. Estimates based solely on dollar values could

easily overlook a critical item or class of items of low

cost, but highly critical to maintaining a FMC weapons

system.

Despite this shortcoming, LOGRAI does pull together a

vast amount of excellent information for its' computations.

Dyna-METRIC while providing more realistic capability

estimates lacks the ability to compile its own data base, it

must be provided. Neither model can stand alone.

The answer is a capability assessment based on a

combination of the output of both models. LOGRAM should be

utilized to determine the initial and follow-on stock

levels, incorporating war reserve material (WRM), peacetime

operating stock (POS), assets on order, and estimated

wartime deliveries. These stockage positions should then

be used as the input data base for Dyna-METRIC.

The key is not that LOGRAM is better than Dyna-IETRIC,

*but that a combination of the two model would provide a

better analysis of the F-16s' or any other weapons systems,
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war mission capability as measured by aircraft availability.

Sucoestions for Further Research

This study examined only the F-16 weapon system.

Other weapon systems should be evaluated using the LOGRAM-

Dyna-METRIC comparison to insure that the conclusions

reached during this research are valid.

The D041 and the resultant LOGRAM data base contained

several areas of incomplete data, such as missing repair

rates and order and ship times. An effort should be made

to Investigate the reasons for this lack of proper

information to enhance the possibilities of obtaining

accurate capability assessments.

The Dyna-METRIC sensitivity study indicated that the

model results were extremely sensitive to relatively small

changes in the scenario parameters. A study should be made

to evaluate LOGRAMs' sensitivity to similar changes in war

scenario data.

The LOGRAM data base treats each item as an LRU, a line

replaceable unit and as such, each Item is as critical as

another, relative to cost. An area of further research

would be to reevaluate the LOGRAM data base to identify the

LRU-SRU (shop replaceable unit) relationships and

re-evaluate this data base using Dyna-METRIC. This study

would then determine the backorders which affect the LRUs

*38
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undergoing repair and not indi'cate a NMCS aircraft.

Final Comment

Our mission is to be ready to fly airplanes in wartime.

We, therefore, cannot afford to evaluate our logistics

system using any other criteria than the number of mission

ready aircraft provided by our support systems and

personnel.

I3
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APPENDIX A

LOGRAM DATA FORMATS
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DFAC-ERQT OUTPUT

TYPE 01 CHAR LNG END POS

Type Record "01" N 2 2

ALC Code A 2 4

Stock Number AN 15 19

Item Name AN 10 29

Unit Price 9(7)V99 N 9 38

Unit Repair Cost 9(7)V99 N 9 47

Administrative Leadtime N 1 48

Production Leadtime N 2 50

Base Repair Cycle Days N 3 33

Depot Repair Cycle Days N 3 56

Order & Shipping Time Days N 2 58

Depot Stock Level Days N 2 60

Overhaul Stock Level Days N 2 62

Depot Floating Stock Level (NJR) N 3 65

Number of Users N 3 68

D041 Prestocked Rqmt N 7 75

WRM - Buy Rqmt N 6 81

War Leadtime N 2 83

War Production Deliveries (Iz4) N 48 131

Item Essentiality Code AN 3 134

War Depot Repair Cycle Days N 3 137

War Order & Shipping Time Days N 2 139
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Negotiated Stock Level (5K3) N 39 178

PDM Non Job Routed Percent N 3 181

Engine Overhaul Non Job Routed % N 3 184

-ISTR Non Job Routed % N 3 187

System Management Code AN 4 191

Job Routed Stock Level Days N 2 193

Base Processed Percent (3x3) N 9 202

Depot Demand Rate (3x5) N 15 217

PDM JR Wearout % (3x3) N 9 226

PDM NJR Replacement % (3x3) N 9 235

Base Repair Rate (3x5) N 15 250

Base Condemnation % (3x3) N 9 259

Engine Job Routed Wearout % (3x3) N 9 268

Engine NJR Replacement % (3x3) N 9 277

Depot Overhaul Condemnation (3x3) N 9 286

MISTR Wearout Percent (3x3) N 9 295

MISTR Non Job Routed Replacement % (3x3) N 9 304

Total Demand Rate (3x5) N 15 319

°.
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Type 88 CHAR LNG END POS

Record Type N 2 2

Assets - Serviceable N 9 11

- Unserviceable N 9 20

- On-order N 9 29

- VRM - Serviceable Base N 6 35

- WRM - Serviceable Depot N 6 41

- WRM - Unserviceable Depot N 6 47

- On Order Funded - WRM N 6 53

- On Order Contract - WRM N 6 59

- Due-In Serviceable N 6 65

- Due-In Unserviceable N 6 71

- Due-In TOC N 6 77

Wartime Number of Users N 3 80

Additive Requirement N 6 86

Item Manager AN 3 89

SOR & Percents XX999 occurs 7 times AN 35 124

FMC AN 2 126

Unit Repair Manhours N 6 132

Equipment Specialists AN 2 134

Peacetime Depot Repair Cycle Segments

(3x5) N 15 149

War Depot Repair Cycle Segments N 15 164

Unserviceable Depot N 6 170
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Unserviceable lntr.ansi~ N 6 176

I

i
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APPENDIX B

LOGRAM DATA BASE TRANSLATION PROGRAMS
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DATA BASE TRANSLATION PROGRAM

S IDENT:W0354, AF IT, SPIOULL
S LINITS:ASOK,,lSK

I OPTION: FORTRAI
s MV0T:N I0,KLKO

A ' Cumu=tsma8m1zauuuuuuuuamuuuazuaz8wsl18stmasuuuuuuus uuu888

C
C THIS PROGRAM READS A LOGRAN DATA TAPE AND TRANSLATES
C IOIRED DATA INTO A DYNA-NERMIC VERSIOK 3.14
C COMPATIABLE FORMAT

C

C
C Till FOLLOVING LIST PROVIDES Tile LOGRAN NAMES rOR
C VARIABLES USES IN THE FOLLOWING PIOGRAN

C

C In RECORD TYPE
C ALC ALC CODE
C STOCIN STOCK IN1EE
C INE ITE IAM
C OIl UNIT PRICE
C 91C UIT REPAIR COST
C Ain ADMINISTRATIVE LEACTINE
C PLt PODU TION LEADTIIE
C RCD EASE REPAIR CYCLE DAYS
C DeCD DEPOT REPAIR CYCLE DAIS

. C OTD ORDER AID SNIPPING TINE DAYS
C OSLD DEPOT STOCK LEVEL OAYS (NR)
C OLD OVEHAUL STOCK LEVEL DAYS (WE)
C DFSL DEPOT FLOATING STOCK LEVEL

C KM NDR1 OF USlRS
C DO4IPI 0041 PISTOCKID REO01SEREIT

C Vgut VRi- IVY O1(
S VLO VAR LADTIMI

C VP(12) VAR PRODUCTION DELIVERIES
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CIe ITEN ESSENTIALITY CODE
C VDIC11 VIA DEPOT REPAIR CYCLE DAYS
C 'dOll VA ORDER AMW SHIPPINC DAYS
C NSLCI3) NEGOTIATED STOCK LEVELS
C PIJRP IDN NN JOB ROUTED Sa

C tli"ENGINE OVERHAUL Mix JO ROUTEDS
C MLI? KimTRNON Jos ROUTED '
C sic SYSTEK nNAGMEN CODE
C JISLD JOB ROUTED STOCK LVW DAYS
C DIP(j) lasE PROCESSED %a
C DOW() DEPOT DERM RITE
C PJVP(3) 1DM JR VEAROUT S
C PN11(3) PDN IJI REPLACEMENT Sa
C an1(3) EASE REPAIR UTZ
C Sep (3) EAsE CONDEMTION Sa
C IJVP(3) ENGINE JR VEARoUT %a
C 11I1(3) ENGINE NJ! REPLACENENT Sa
C DOdP(3) DEPOT OVERHAUL CONDEMNATIONS S
C Nw (S) KimT WEAJOVT %a
C MNIP(3) NISM NJ! REPLACEMENT Sa
C TDI(3) TOTAL DEMAN RAT?
C As ASSETS- SERVICEABLE
C AU - UNSERVICEABLE
C A0 -ON 0RDER
C AVID - VIN - SEIVICEAULE BASE
C AVID - SERVICEABLE DEPOT
C AmI - UNSERVICEADLE DEPOT
C 11Iof - ON ORDER FUNDED
C AVOOC - ONoRDER CONTRACT
C AMl M DE 1N SERYICEAILE
C IDIV - DU IN UNSER1VICEANLE
C ADIT INSEIN TOC
C !dNM- WARTIME NUHIER oF USERS
C A1111- ADDITIVE REQUIREMENT
C DIllON - DIVISION AND ITEM MANAGER
C got - Sol coDE #1
C 3S1.81 - Sol it PERCENT
C solC? - 503 CODES AND PERCENTS 1-7
C PIm - PROCEENT NEllOD CODE
C mI - UNIT 11EPAIR KNAOVS
C AQIPEC - EGUIPENT SPECIALIST
C PIFD - PEACETIME E ASE PROCESSED DAYS
C pit - REPIRAILI iNTRANSIT
C paxM 1 01 70 AkINTENIE
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CH -S SHOP FLOW
C FlIT - SERVICEABLE TURN-IN
C WBID - WRTINE -31101 PROCESSED DAYS
C Val - REPARABLE TIWANIT
C WST - 501 7D RAINTENANCE
C VIE - SHOP FLOW
C VIII - SERVICUDLE TURN-IN
C 91D - nSIVIADLE DIVOT
C ul -UIIRVICEAILE INTRANSIT
C

C
C WIk FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF VARIABLES USED
C FOR 011k-mITIC

C

C SIOCIN RARE Of PART (URIWVI
* C DDp DEMANDS PER WLING HOUR-PIACETIKI

C lEITS FRACTION NIS ATliBst NOT SUPPORTED By clir
C DIETS FRACION KITS AT lAst SUPPORTED BY CIRF
C CURTS !RACIG URIS AT tin?
C MR15 TOTAL TEST Of REPAIR IN1(DAYS)
C COST COST Of ITEN
C GlCff BURNT!!! PEI AIRCRAFT
C Cliff Cliff PART *ISIGATOR
C ILIN NONI-LINEAIITV FACTOR
C 11 VAIANCE TO NEAt RATIO
C TOM1 VARTINE ORDR WU SHIP TIRE (BAYS)
C TOSI PEACETINI ORDER AMD SHIP TINE (DAYS)
C IN PROBAILITY LI CANNO It REPAIRED If TEST STAND
C VAS A UACIORD
C

OIAR ALC'1SC'I,NANE'IUX~fIIC*3,hICt4
CACTIR DIYNAN'2,SIRCP2OpUC'IOSFIc21

imnEch IEC,MUP1, AOIIL,PFLDRCDDCD.OSTDDSLD, OSIDDFSLNII
INI'EROIIPIVIRIKIRVD(14) ,VDRIC2,WSTNSL( I3) 1PUJIP ARM11
INTEGER HEJRP, JISL3.UPF(3),10R(3) , FJVP(3),IMP(1) Al. (3),8CP (3)
INTECIR EJW(3I,ENRP(3),DCP(3),NV(3),IIRP(3).TD(3I
INTEGER aSAUAOAVSUAVSDAWOF,AOoc. Alit, Ail, SDIT ,VNIKADREG
INTEGER 50118V,PB , ,PRI,P157N,FSf, PSTI,VDPD,VRI
INTIGER VSIVIVSTIUUDI
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CLAIACT1I F!LL'3,SOI'3
iirrG ItR 1) .5T(12016)
CUAM CTU'l5 11156)

LBO
* ~ ~ ~ ~ I DOWi DDFFIr,INITS, OMTSMTESTILIN,E

ITICK OaCIeTIIC12IIF TOSTVTOSTP

£17, 6, 12, 1214,1.3, 13,11,1313,313,.4, 12 .313 .315, 2713 .315)
1161 FORKT(T112,39,111,13,16,A3,A2.13,A30,AZ,1 132,1613, l1t)
1-6 FOMTR(TIA1,7,17.5,T24,F5.3,T29,f5.3,T34,F3.3,

5739,15. 2,T44.FI.6,TSZ, 12.154,12,156912.S15,4.2.11.2,14.2,
&T?61,!3T3,T1MF5. 3)

2061 IORMTT1,'LCRAM DATA USE5 1-16 KAI 1912 ')

2163 POUIT(TW3 66 10 126 156 116 216 240 276'1
2664 fO MAT(T1, 'OFT')
266s NRII&T,'11 5')
1066 FOMNT(W,12 5')
2607 to NLM1111311K)
266 VOERT(T,'IAS',T1,'6.6 1.1',T25,'0. 0. 1. 0. 0.11',

5742.'!. L. 0. 6.99. 6.99. 6.1)
266t tOMTA(T1, 'ACE?')
2161 1O31U1(T1,'2ASt',T16'13 3013 if6501 96 M6 126',
2 1,1 156 433 111 393 210 376 271')
:olfoRiIT(T IISITS')

2612 fIMTCI1,'IS',TW6. 1 2.6 ft.1 271')
2613 1F0UT(IAI II')
2614 FO M T(T,'AS',Ti,'I.S 271')

* 2615 7031A(T,'TVRX')
*~il 261 M IT(T,' 3.5 271')

2617 IOMBT(Tl,'LIU')
2626 FOMTTITi.'51)

2626 FOENAT(1A16,T17,13)
ftcflul

EM al .

118..

USITII1101

VITI(12,2161)
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VNITI(12,3003)
VIITIU12064)

VNITK( 12,2066)
WITC1120I6)
UNITI 12,2666)

W1ITU2,261)
VUITI(12,2011
WIT(12,012)
VIUK(120 13)
VIITI(1:2014)

WITIt 12 616 )
VNIMI12,201)

4 1fl11 o,10,INSOO,1Ua11) lKCAULCSTOCINAu1,I.UC,
&DL , L ICOA CO,
£03T,DSLD,OSWD,DfSL,KUE,Da41?1,WMh1,VLD,(VDI),Ial,12,
&IKC.DICD.WET, (INSL() lot, 13) ,FNJIF, OIJIP,XNJIP,

£(ENP(1, ul, 3), (DOCP(I), Int,3). MW (1), ll, 3), (RIMP(1). 1 l.3).
I(TDE(I,14j,)
if (UCMhI) coTO 4
RumD(t1.tote, DumanEl.50) Rmis,o,woASU&VDU,

1AwOr &VaOC,

£IU6PIC,FIFD.F11,FSTN.FSf,PST!,VUPD,WRI,WTK,VSF,VST1 ,UD,UI

JsJ+1

IDSTF.OMT
!F(TOSTT.1) TOSTP=3.0

- I TOM 22
TTISTaUECD'1. I

mem a COS ~ um(UFRIIdRA)I1 .6

1F(TT..1) TTISTa.1
WITK(12 200STOC1,IDDR? I MTS. INRrS ICNITS TI ST,

ICOST, OflCFT.Ril.CIII,ILIN. VI, MTSTV,TOSWI RHO(
A(J83TOCI
IIF(IUN.G.0) AgxASIUI

ff(J,K)sNSL(K+3)
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I coirriu

see coirimix
VRITK(.12,210)
N0 1Kat'J
WNIT(H,120) i(K),K(K)

IF(L.IO.1) G0M 71
WRII(12,2l11) ' 91'
D0 to KamiJ

WIIT(1Z.201Y) '120' (KI

N0 21 I.1,J
26 WIT(12,21) A(K), ff(l,:)

WlIT(12,2119) ISO,
D0 30 1a, J
WIlI(12,120) AKTK3

30 COIKtEV
- WRITI(12,2119) 'ill'

-, Do 40 KmlJ

WIT12.2119)'25

511 CONINIW

UUITZ(12,211?) '240'
DO if 1111iJ
WKITK(12,20211 AJ3,ST(1,6)

60 COUTUPJ
71 CONTIMI

4 STUP

I LIMITS: 15, 19,, IlK
S ?RNFL:12,V~f,IDOIOIIHSIS12
0 TAPIY:t1,I1D,.,?l231,M12
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- C
C THIS5 CREATE JOE CONTROL LAKNGG PROGRAM
C READS A TAPE UI.a. 1 122I1., 11021) FROM TIE CREATE
C LinnAy An PLACES TUl IIIIATION IN
C A PE~UM CREATE FILE LIBRARY FOE TE

a C URVN CREATE ACCIW KON1ER Wia.3PIIIIDATRI
C
C ESIG NMtS:
C 1. 1111 NME ON THE TAPE SNOULD AGREE
C VIlE THE NAE IN TMIS PROGRAM (i.e. 11011
C Of THlE CONSOLE OPERATOR NAT ART TE
C PUN=RA.
C 1. THE EAIM GIVNTo TREI itOn TE ACCONF
C NMII NgST ALREADY it IN EKISTANCE OR
C TEE PUGAN VILL SELF ABORT
C 3. DELETE ALL TEES COMMITS PRIOR TO 111311G.
Ia S 31W VPISS4,AFITILS(SPROVLL)

* I VrILMT
I FUTIL INOTCOPTIMF
S TAPE IN.,11.1218,AM~
$ PERL OT,V,S,SIDIIIIDTA2
I DIDJO!
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